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quartus ii 8.0 is a free development tool used by ic designers to create complex integrated circuits
(ics). it can also be used to simulate and test designs. the most recent version of quartus ii is 8.0,
and is available for download. altera has developed quartus ii, a new generation of ic design tools,
including a high performance, industry-standard schematic editor and a powerful open-ended
simulator. you can design complex digital circuits with ease using your pc with a high-quality
schematic capture and simulation tool. the altera quartus prime software is an integrated set of
software programs for the design and simulation of complex electronic systems, including user-
programmable logic devices (plds) and field programmable gate arrays (fpgas). the software is
available in two editions: the quartus prime professional edition is a powerful, integrated, version of
the quartus prime software and the altera quartus prime ip edition for creating and debugging ip-
based designs. in addition to hardware debugging and the design of digital logic, the package also
provides tools for the development of behavioral and embedded software, and a suite of
programming languages to facilitate the design of electronic systems. the quartus prime professional
edition is available for free download from the altera open innovation website. in addition to the free
download, the software can be licensed via the quartus prime license and the altera license for use
on a variety of development, qualification, and production platforms. please note that the quartus
prime license can only be activated on a single user pc.
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